Have your little ones enjoyed watching the safety clip? Now it's time for them to prove their hero skills by completing the following tasks:

How many smoke alarms can you detect in your home? Search every room and tell us in the comments.

How do you correctly test a smoke alarm? How often should you test it?

What does it sound like when the alarm goes off? Can you make that sound? PEEP PEEP PEEP!

NOW YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE CHALLENGE YOU CAN WEAR THE HOME SAFETY HERO BADGE!
Have your little ones enjoyed watching the safety clip? Now it’s time for them to prove their hero skills by completing the following tasks:

What should you do if you want to plug something into a socket?

Always remember never overload sockets!

NOW YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE CHALLENGE YOU CAN WEAR THE HOME SAFETY HERO BADGE!

Looking for more fun activities? Head to the official Fireman Sam website and learn everything about safety at home! www.firemansam.com
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How good are your attention skills? Can you Spot The Difference between these two pictures?

Hint: There are 8 differences!
Have your little ones enjoyed watching the safety clip? Now it’s time for them to prove their hero skills by completing the following tasks:

Can you recall what Sarah & James discussed in the video? What object can be dangerous and why - A, B or C?

A. **Trains** - they are very fast and often you don’t hear them arrive.

B. **Irons** - they are very heavy and stay hot for a long time.

C. **Oven Top** - they get very hot and should never be used without a parent.

NOW YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE CHALLENGE YOU CAN WEAR THE HOME SAFETY HERO BADGE!

Looking for more activities? Head to the official Fireman Sam website and learn everything about safety at home! www.firemansam.com

Answer: B. Irons
Electricity is really great but it's always important to know its dangers!
Do your little cadets know about these?
Test their skills with these fun activities:

What can Electricity help us with?

Answer: Electricity can help us with a lot of things including cooking, lighting and heating our homes!
Which of these items don't mix well with Electricity? Cross out those that are dangerous.

Rain

Wet Hands

Banana

Bath

Drink

Fill in the MISSING WORDS:

1. Do not touch anything electrical with wet __________

2. Never leave __________ close to electrical items

3. Do not plug in electrical items in the __________